Special Figures
Special figures are a bonus for By Fire and Sword players. These figures cannot be bought, you may only
receive them for participation in tournaments, competitions and by promoting the game in other ways.
Every special figure has its own rules.
If you own a special figure you may use it at every official By Fire and Sword tournament.
Deployment of a special figure does not increase the army’s FSP and it does not need to be included in the
army list. At the Skirmish Level you may have one special figure. You may have more at higher levels - 2 for
Division, 3 for a Field Army and 4 for a Great Army. The figure may only be used painted and with a finished
base (not necessarily like our “company” figures). Special figures may not be proxied in any way.

The Messenger
There was no radio communication in the 17th century so orders were sent with signals or through messengers. Every commander had several of them. The timely arrival of orders often depended on their ability
and wit.
The Messenger figure should be placed by a Commander base. He may not be attacked or killed in any way
– it is treated as a marker. When the Commander dies remove the Messenger figure from the table.
The Commander may use the Messenger once per battle when giving an Order (but not Rallying etc.). After
issuing an Order using the Messenger (and spending the appropriate number of Command Points to do this)
remove the Messenger figure from the table and roll a die:
1

“Good work laddie!”
The Messenger did great.
The Commander reclaims up to 2 Command Points that were 		
spent to issue this Order.
2-5 “Not bad for a stripling”
The Messenger performed his task well.
The Commander reclaims 1 Command Point that was spent to issue
this Order.
6-9 “Poor lad”
The Messenger was wounded or killed and another one had to be sent.
The Commander does not reclaim any Command Points.
o ”Now you will tell us everything”
On his way back the Messenger was captured and gave away
the orders to the enemy.
The Order is placed uncovered.

